Population dynamics simulations of functional model proteins.
In order to probe the fundamental principles that govern protein evolution, we use a minimalist model of proteins to provide a mapping from genotype to phenotype. The model is based on physically realistic forces of protein folding and includes an explicit definition of protein function. Thus, we can find the fitness of a sequence from its ability to fold to a stable structure and perform a function. We study the fitness landscapes of these functional model proteins, that is, the set of all sequences mapped on to their corresponding fitnesses and connected to their one mutant neighbors. Through population dynamics simulations we directly study the influence of the nature of the fitness landscape on evolution. Populations are observed to move to a steady state, the distribution of which can often be predicted prior to the population dynamics simulations from the nature of the fitness landscape and a quantity analogous to a partition function. In this paper, we develop a scheme for predicting the steady-state population on a fitness landscape, based on the nature of the fitness landscape, thereby obviating the need for explicit population dynamics simulations and providing some insight into the impact on molecular evolution of the nature of fitness landscapes. Poor predictions are indicative of fitness landscapes that consist of a series of weakly connected sublandscapes.